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sense of ease and tranquility reigns in
the Lord Byron of Paris. The soul of this new address of refined hospitality
is given by an intimate and extremely inviting dimension for the guest,
starting from the lobby that leads to the bright veranda and the outdoor
terrace. A refuge with a modern and warm atmosphere, as underlined by the
owner, Catherine Dupasquier.
The location of the Lord Byron is undoubtedly a plus, seeing that the Hôtel
is located just a few steps from the Champs Elysée and the Arc de Triomphe.
Attention to refinement, which gives the Lord Byron an authentic and welldefined identity, is the result of a careful and meditated study of interiors.
The architectural lines chosen for the intense recovery action of the two
historic buildings are, in fact, evident in their refined classical inspiration.
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The Maison Blanche restaurant is a typical restaurant in
Paris that offers a superb view of the city, the Seine and
the Eiffel Tower.
The bright environment, under the management of chef
Fabrice Giraud, is an elegant frame for the menu, inspired
by the sun and Mediterranean accents.
In fact, the dishes proposed skillfully represent the path
of an elegant and modern kitchen that uses, with care,
selected raw materials paying great attention to the
seasonal offer.
www.maison-blanche.fr

INFO HOTEL

HOTEL LORD BYRON
Paris, France
www.hotel-lordbyron.com.com
Rooms & Suites 54
Villas 0 - Restaurants no
Spa no
Children yes
Chain West Etoile Elysée Hotel Paris
Affiliation none
Activities excursions

The relationship with the guest is assured, thanks to carefully refined
service. The interaction between colors, quality materials, and furnishing
solutions that combine comfort and functionality make the rooms and
suites outstanding. Attention to detail is combined with a sober décor and
sophisticated technological modernity.
Guests staying at the Lord Byron, therefore, enjoy a pleasant sweetness
abundantly dispensed by this elegant Parisian residence.
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